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Abstract—Consistency maintenance is important to the sharing of dynamic contents in peer-to-peer (P2P) networks. The TTL-based
mechanism is a natural choice for maintaining freshness in P2P content sharing. This paper investigates TTL-based consistency
maintenance in unstructured P2P networks. In this approach, each replica is assigned an expiration time beyond which the replica
stops serving new requests unless it is validated. While TTL-based consistency is widely explored in many client-server applications,
there has been no study on TTL-based consistency in P2P networks. Our main contribution is an analytical model that studies the
search performance and the freshness of P2P content sharing under TTL-based consistency. Due to the random nature of request
routing, P2P networks are fundamentally different from most existing TTL-based systems in that every node with a valid replica has the
potential to serve any other node. We identify and discuss the factors that affect the performance of P2P content sharing under
TTL-based consistency. Our results indicate a tradeoff between search performance and freshness: the search cost decreases
sublinearly with decreasing freshness of P2P content sharing. We also compare two types of unstructured P2P networks and find that
clustered P2P networks improve the freshness of content sharing over flat P2P networks under TTL-based consistency.

Index Terms—Unstructured P2P network, TTL-based consistency, replication, consistency maintenance, content distribution.
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1 INTRODUCTION

PEER-TO-PEER (P2P) networks are one of the most prevalent
applications in today’s Internet. These networks inter-

connect millions of nodes to form an ad hoc overlay network
and share contents through searching and replication. With
the proliferation of new P2P applications that share dynamic
contents (e.g., directory services and surveillance data), there
is an increasing need to maintain freshness in P2P content
sharing [1]. Freshness and search performance are two
important measures for the sharing of dynamic contents.
Search performance concerns how fast the users locate and
obtain copies of requested contents while freshness concerns
how “old” the acquired copies are with respect to the
authoritative contents. Consistency maintenance in P2P
content sharing has started receiving attention in recent years
[2], [3], [4].

In this paper, we investigate TTL-based consistency
maintenance in P2P networks. In this approach, each replica
is assigned a time-to-live (TTL) value.1 When its TTL

expires, a replica is not allowed to serve new requests
unless it is validated. TTL-based consistency is suitable for
P2P networks due to a number of reasons. First, TTL-based
consistency does not require the content owner to keep
track of the replica locations. Therefore, it is resilient to
node joins and leaves and thus suitable for highly dynamic
systems like P2P networks. Second, since each replica
determines its validity autonomously, validations of ex-
pired replicas can be performed with either the content
owners or other valid replicas [6]. This coincides in spirit
with the nature of P2P networks in the sense that each
replica has the potential to serve any other replica in
consistency maintenance. Meanwhile, it also helps to
offload the content owner, which is advantageous in
large-scale networks. Third, the TTL-based scheme guaran-
tees that the staleness of content sharing is time-bounded. It
offers the flexibility to use different TTL values to cater for
different consistency requirements that may vary with the
nature of shared contents and user tolerance (e.g., in
distributed file systems, the TTL value of a file is often
smaller than that of a directory [7]; in the Domain Name
System, NS records tend to have larger TTL values than
A records [8]). The smaller the TTL value, the higher the
consistency level. A TTL value of 0 is equivalent to the
strong consistency guarantee. Last, TTL-based consistency
is readily supported by the HTTP protocol [6] that prevails
in P2P file downloads [9]. Therefore, the TTL-based
mechanism is a natural choice for maintaining freshness
in P2P content sharing.

While TTL-based consistency is widely explored in many
client-server applications (e.g., distributed file systems [10],
web caching [6], and the Domain Name System [8]), there
has been no study on TTL-based consistency in P2P
networks. In this paper, we focus on unstructured P2P
networks (e.g., Gnutella [11] and FastTrack/KaZaA [9])
since they are more widely deployed than structured ones.
Unstructured P2P networks are fundamentally different
from the aforementioned systems that employ TTL-based
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1. We remark that the term TTL in this paper is a different one from that
used in controlled flooding over P2P networks [5]. In controlled flooding, a
TTL is associated with a message to control the number of hops that the
message can be propagated. The TTL we discuss here is associated with a
replica to control how long the replica can be used without validating its
freshness.
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consistency. The replicas in the aforementioned systems are
often organized into a static hierarchy [6], [8], [12]. A
replica, on expiration, always contacts its parent in the
hierarchy for validation. Meanwhile, the clients, located at
the bottom level of the hierarchy, do not serve each other.
Due to network dynamics, such a hierarchy is difficult to
maintain in P2P networks. In an unstructured P2P network,
there is no coupling between the nodes and the locations of
contents. Thus, request routing is done by random search so
that every node with a valid replica has the potential to
serve any other node. Therefore, existing studies on TTL-
based consistency are not applicable to P2P content sharing.
There is a need to understand the performance implications
of adopting TTL-based consistency in P2P networks.

The main contribution of this paper is an analytical
model that studies the search performance and the
freshness of P2P content sharing under TTL-based consis-
tency. The analysis is validated by a wide range of
simulation experiments. Our results indicate a tradeoff
between search performance and freshness: the search cost
decreases sublinearly with decreasing freshness of P2P
content sharing, and the TTL value may serve as a tuning
knob between these two measures. We also compare two
types of unstructured P2P networks and find that clustered
P2P networks improve the freshness of content sharing over
flat P2P networks under TTL-based consistency.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
summarizes the related work. Section 3 applies TTL-based
consistency to unstructured P2P networks. Section 4 develops
an analytical model and investigates a variety of performance
measures. The experimental setup and results are discussed
in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 RELATED WORK

There are several studies on replication strategies in P2P
networks. Lv et al. [5] experimentally showed that replication
improves the search performance of unstructured P2P
networks. To optimize network-wide search performance
given limited storage capacity, more replicas are preferred for
more frequently accessed objects. Cohen and Shenker [13]
proved that the search time and traffic under random walk
search is minimized when the number of replicas for each
object is proportional to the square root of its query rate.
Tewari and Kleinrock [14] showed that under controlled
flooding search, the search traffic is minimized under the
same square-root replica distribution, whereas the search
time is minimized when the number of replicas for each object
is linearly proportional to its query rate. Different from [13]
and [14], Kangasharju et al. [15] developed a logarithmic
replication distribution to maximize the content availability
under intermittent connectivity. However, none of the above
work has considered keeping the replicas consistent with the
authoritative contents.

In general, there are two classes of methods to maintain
consistency: push-based and pull-based. In push-based
methods, the content owners keep track of the replica
locations and send invalidation messages or updated
contents to the replicas whenever the contents are modified.
In contrast, pull-based methods are replica-driven. The
replicas, when considered outdated, are validated before

serving new requests. Chen et al. [3] proposed a push-based
method to maintain strong consistency in structured P2P
networks where the content placement is tightly coupled
with the network topology [16], [17]. They built a
hierarchical replica-partition-tree to track all replica loca-
tions and propagated updates to the replicas through
application-level multicast. However, such a tree is difficult
to construct and maintain in unstructured P2P networks.
An alternative method that does not need to keep track of
replica locations is to propagate updates through flooding
[4]. Nevertheless, flooding has high communication over-
head. Datta et al. [2] replaced flooding with rumor
spreading to reduce the overhead of update propagation.
This method offers probabilistic rather than deterministic
guarantees in consistency maintenance. Liu et al. [4] also
proposed an adaptive pull-based method in which all nodes
poll the content owners to check for consistency. This not
only requires the nodes to record the owners for all objects
but also turns the content owners into bottlenecks. While
most of the above mechanisms require new implementa-
tions, TTL-based consistency is readily available in the
HTTP protocol [6] that is widely used for P2P content
sharing. So far, there has been no study on TTL-based
consistency in P2P networks despite its advantages dis-
cussed in the Introduction.

Some work has been done on TTL-based consistency in
web caching. Dilley [18] investigated the impact of TTL-based
consistency on the response time of web caches. Jung et al. [19]
analyzed the hit rate of a single TTL-based cache. Iyer et al.
[20] organized a set of cooperative web caches into a
structured P2P network to facilitate searching for cached
contents, while Xiao et al. [21] proposed a P2P web caching
management scheme to make the browsers as well as their
proxy share cached contents. In these systems, the participat-
ing caches are conceptually equivalent to a single aggregate
cache. Hence, the consistency maintenance is the same as that
of a single TTL-based cache. The performance of a multilevel
TTL-based cache hierarchy was analyzed in [6] and [22]. In
our earlier work, we explored the optimization of request
routing and replica placement under TTL-based consistency
[12], [23]. However, all the above work assumed a hierarch-
ical client-server architecture in which the requests are routed
along static tree structures for resolution. In contrast, request
routing in unstructured P2P networks is done by random
search. As a result, every node with a valid replica has the
potential to serve any other node. Therefore, the above
studies are not applicable to P2P content sharing. TTL-based
consistency in unstructured P2P networks requires new
models to analyze.

3 APPLYING TTL-BASED CONSISTENCY IN

UNSTRUCTURED P2P NETWORKS

3.1 Basic Definitions

We term any generic contents provided by the nodes in an
unstructured P2P network for the other nodes to download as
objects. Each object is hosted by one or more nodes in the
network called its authoritative nodes. These nodes are
managed by the content owner who makes updates to the
object contents. The remaining nodes are called nonauthor-
itative nodes. The nonauthoritative nodes are much larger in
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number than the authoritative nodes. To speed up accesses,
copies of an object may also be stored at nonauthoritative
nodes. These copies are called replicas.

To maintain freshness for content sharing, each replica is
associated with an expiration time that controls how long the
replica might be used. If a query arrives before the
expiration time, the replica is considered valid and can be
used by the requesting node for downloading. The time
interval between the creation of a replica and its expiration
time is called the lifetime. Note that the update behavior of
the content owner at the authoritative nodes is independent
of TTL-based consistency.

In the following, we elaborate the operation of TTL-
based consistency in two types of unstructured P2P
networks: flat and clustered networks.

3.2 Flat P2P Network

In a flat P2P network, all nodes play the same role. Each
node maintains a set of “neighbors” to form an overlay
network. The nodes do not keep any index of the objects
available at the other nodes. When a node requests for an
object that is not available locally, it has to search for the
object by sending queries to the others. A node receiving a
query responds with its object copy if it is an authoritative
node or a nonauthoritative node having a valid replica.
Otherwise, the receiving node forwards the query to some
other nodes. Due to the lack of information on possible
locations of objects, the search in unstructured P2P net-
works is usually “blind.” Two widely used search methods
are flooding [14] and random walk [24]. In flooding, the
query is forwarded to all neighbors of the receiving node,
whereas in random walk, the query is forwarded to a
randomly selected neighbor.

On resolving a query, the downloaded object copy
creates a replica at the requesting node. An expiration time
is assigned to the replica. Under TTL-based consistency, if
the replica is created by downloading from an authoritative
node, its expiration time is assigned the value tþ T , where t
is the current time, and T is the TTL value. Otherwise, if the
replica is created by downloading from a nonauthoritative
node, its expiration time is set to that of the valid replica at
the nonauthoritative node. Due to the inheritance of
expiration time, the lifetime of the new replica cannot
exceed T . As a result, an object copy can at most be used for
a time period equal to the TTL value T after leaving the
authoritative nodes. Therefore, it guarantees a consistency
level at which the staleness of content sharing is bounded
by an interval T .

3.3 Clustered P2P Network

In a clustered P2P network, the nodes are classified into
supernodes and ordinary nodes [9]. The supernodes connect
among themselves to form an overlay network just like
the nodes in a flat P2P network. Each ordinary node, on
the other hand, connects to a supernode and provides the
information of its local objects to the supernode. A
supernode and all ordinary nodes connected to it form a
cluster. Each supernode maintains an index of all the
objects available in its local cluster.

When an ordinary node requests for an object that is not
available locally, it sends a query to its supernode. If the
supernode locates a valid object copy in the local cluster, it
sends the object location to the requesting node straight-

away. Otherwise, the supernode performs a search among
the other supernodes like that in a flat P2P network and
then replies to the requesting node with the object location.
After that, the requesting node downloads the object and
creates a replica. The assignment methodology of an
expiration time to the new replica is the same as that
discussed in flat P2P networks. The requesting node also
informs its supernode of the new replica (together with the
expiration time) and the supernode updates the index.
Again, TTL-based consistency ensures that the staleness of
content sharing is bounded by an interval T .

4 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Now, we analyze the performance of TTL-based consis-
tency in unstructured P2P networks. We start with flat P2P
networks and then extend the results to clustered P2P
networks.

4.1 General Model

Consider the sharing of a single object in a flat P2P network
consisting of N nodes. Suppose there are Na authoritative
nodes of the object. The remaining N �Na nodes are
nonauthoritative nodes. Let � ¼ Na=N be the ratio of
authoritative nodes in the network, then the portion of
nonauthoritative nodes in the network is 1� �. Suppose
each nonauthoritative node requests for the object at a rate
of �. Then, the total query rate for the object is ð1� �ÞN�.

Assume the TTL-based scheme is used for consistency
maintenance. Let T be the TTL value. For ease of
presentation, we say that a nonauthoritative node is valid
(invalid) if it has (does not have) a valid copy of the object. If
a requesting node is valid at the time of query, the query
constitutes a hit. Otherwise, if the requesting node is
invalid, the query is a miss and has to be resolved through
searching the other nodes. On resolving the query, the
requesting node becomes valid and remains valid until the
acquired object copy expires.2 We say that a valid node has
remainder lifetime t if the object copy at the node has
remainder lifetime t.

To analyze performance, we consider a discretized
approximation of the system by classifying the non-
authoritative nodes into kþ 1 categories, where k is an
integer. Category 0 contains invalid nodes. Let �t ¼ T=k.
The rest k categories are defined by dividing all possible
remainder lifetimes ð0; T � into k disjoint ranges ð0;�t�;
ð�t; 2 ��t�; ð2 ��t; 3 ��t�; . . . ; ððk� 1Þ ��t; k ��t ¼ T �. For
each 1 � i � k, category i contains valid nodes having
remainder lifetimes in the range ðði� 1Þ ��t; i ��t�. It is
intuitive that the accuracy of approximation improves as
k increases (or equivalently, �t! 0). We start by
analyzing the discretized approximation and then take
k!1 to derive the system performance.

Let pi ð0 � i � kÞ be the portion of nodes in category i,
among all nodes in the network. It is obvious thatPk

i¼0 pi ¼ 1� �. For each 1 � i � k, the nodes in category
i transfer to category ði� 1Þ as time elapses. Since any node
with a remainder lifetime in ðði� 1Þ ��t; i ��t� at present
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would have a remainder lifetime in ðði� 2Þ ��t; ði� 1Þ ��t�
after �t time, the transition rate from category i to ði� 1Þ is

given by piN=�t ¼ piNk=T . On the other hand, when an

invalid node requests for the object, it has to search for a

valid object copy. On acquiring the valid copy, the node

transfers to one of the categories 1 to k. So, the total

transition rate from category 0 to the other categories is

p0N�. Note that the valid copy can be obtained from either

an authoritative node or a valid nonauthoritative node. In

the former case, the remainder lifetime of the requesting

node would be set to T . In the latter case, the remainder

lifetime of the requesting node would be set to that of the

valid nonauthoritative node. In the absence of information

about which other nodes may better be able to resolve

queries, the performance of blind search in unstructured

P2P networks is well captured by random probes [5], [13].

In random probes, the requesting node repeatedly draws a

node uniformly at random and probes it for the requested

object until a valid object copy is found. Hence, each

authoritative node and valid nonauthoritative node is

equally likely to be the node eventually resolving the

query. Note that the total portion of authoritative nodes

and valid nonauthoritative nodes in the network is

p1 þ p2 þ � � � þ pk þ � ¼ 1� p0, where � is the ratio of

authoritative nodes. Therefore, the probabilities that the

requesting node transfers to categories 1; 2; . . . ; k� 1; k are

given by p1=ð1� p0Þ; p2=ð1� p0Þ; . . . ; pk�1=ð1� p0Þ; ðpk þ �Þ=
ð1� p0Þ, respectively. Fig. 1 summarizes the transition rates

of the nodes between categories.
At the steady state, flow must be conserved in the sense

that the flow into each category must equal the flow out from

the category [25]. Therefore, the inbound transition rate of

each category is the same as the outbound transition rate.

Thus, we have the following equilibrium equations:

p0N� � pkþ�1�p0
¼ pkN � kT

pkN � kT þ p0N� � pk�1

1�p0
¼ pk�1N � kT

� � � � � �
piþ1N � kT þ p0N� � pi

1�p0
¼ piN � kT

� � � � � �
p2N � kT þ p0N� � p1

1�p0
¼ p1N � kT

p1N � kT ¼ p0N�:

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

It follows that

pk ¼ p0�T�
k�kp0�p0�T

pk ¼ pk�1 � 1� p0�T
kð1�p0Þ

� �
� � � � � �
piþ1 ¼ pi � 1� p0�T

kð1�p0Þ

� �
� � � � � �
p2 ¼ p1 � 1� p0�T

kð1�p0Þ

� �
p1 ¼ p0� � Tk :

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

ð1Þ

The first equation in (1) implies

p0�T�

kð1� p0Þ
¼ pk � 1� p0�T

kð1� p0Þ

� �
: ð2Þ

Integrating the last k equations in (1), we have

pk ¼ p0� �
T

k
� 1� p0�T

kð1� p0Þ

� �k�1

: ð3Þ

Combining (2) and (3), we obtain

�

1� p0
¼ 1� p0�T

kð1� p0Þ

� �k
:

When k!1, it is easy to establish that

lim
k!1

1� p0�T

kð1� p0Þ

� �k
¼ e�

p0�T

1�p0 : ð4Þ

Therefore, p0 satisfies

�

1� p0
¼ e�

p0�T

1�p0 ¼ e
�T 1� 1

1�p0

� �
: ð5Þ

Equation (5) implies that p0 depends on � (the ratio of

authoritative nodes in the network) and the product �T

(the expected number of queries issued per node in an

interval T ).
Let us examine two special cases. At one extreme, if

T ¼ 0 (i.e., the system enforces strong consistency and

does not allow sharing of any stale contents), p0 ¼ 1� �.

This implies no replica is considered valid and every

query results in a download from the authoritative nodes.
At the other extreme, if T !1 (i.e., the system does not

have any consistency requirement), p0 ! 0. That is, each

node would eventually possess a replica (in the absence

of storage constraint) and all replicas are valid.
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Although it is difficult to present a closed form solution

of p0 for the general case, it is easy to solve p0

numerically. Note that the left-hand side of (5) increases

monotonically with p0, while the right-hand side decreases

monotonically with p0. When p0 ¼ 0, the left-hand side

equals �, which is less than the right-hand side (i.e., 1).

When p0 ¼ 1� �e��T , the left-hand side equals e�T , which

is greater than the right-hand side. Therefore, p0 must lie

in the interval ð0; 1� �e��T Þ. Thus, p0 can be efficiently

computed by the Newton or bisection method. In the

following, we shall derive various performance metrics as

a function of p0.

4.2 Search Performance

The performance metric we consider for searching is the

number of nodes probed by a requesting node to find the

requested object. This is known as the search size [13]. We

take the search size as a primary measure because the

search costs in terms of network traffic and query

processing load are both proportional to search size. It is

also a good indicator of search time: the search time of

random walk is linearly proportional to search size and the

search time of controlled flooding is logarithmically

proportional to search size [14].

Note that the total number of authoritative nodes and

valid nonauthoritative nodes is given by ð1� p0ÞN . Hence,

in random probes, an average of N=ðð1� p0ÞNÞ nodes need

to be probed to resolve a query miss. Therefore, the average

search size of query misses is

1

1� p0
:

Among the nonauthoritative nodes, a portion p0=ð1� �Þ
of them are invalid. Thus, a portion p0=ð1� �Þ of all queries

are misses and the remaining portion ð1� � � p0Þ=ð1� �Þ of

queries are hits. Since the search sizes of hits are 0, the

average search size of all queries is

p0

ð1� p0Þ � ð1� �Þ
:

Recall that p0 depends on � and �T . Therefore, the search
size is affected by the ratio of authoritative nodes in the
network and the expected number of queries issued per
node in an interval T (the TTL value).

4.3 Distribution of Remainder Lifetime

We now compute the remainder lifetimes of object copies at
the nonauthoritative nodes. They will be used to compute
the freshness of content sharing in Section 4.4.

Let F ðtÞ be the cumulative distribution function of
remainder lifetimes, i.e., the probability of the nodes being
valid and having remainder lifetimes less than t.

Suppose t=�t is an integer. Then,

F ðtÞ ¼ p1 þ p2 þ � � � þ p t
�t
:

It follows from (1) that

F ðtÞ ¼ p0� �
T

k

�
1þ 1� p0�T

kð1� p0Þ

� �
þ 1� p0�T

kð1� p0Þ

� �2

þ � � � þ 1� p0�T

kð1� p0Þ

� � t
�t�1�

¼ p0� �
T

k
�
1� 1� p0�T

kð1�p0Þ

� � t
�t

1� 1� p0�T
kð1�p0Þ

� �

¼ð1� p0Þ � 1� 1� p0�T

kð1� p0Þ

� � t
�t

 !

¼ð1� p0Þ � 1� 1� p0�T

kð1� p0Þ

� �k� tT !
:

Letting k!1, it follows from (4) that

F ðtÞ ¼ ð1� p0Þ � 1� e�
p0�T

1�p0
� tT

� �

¼ð1� p0Þ � 1� e�
p0�t

1�p0

� �

¼ 1� p0 � ð1� p0Þ � e�
p0�t

1�p0 :

Based on (5), it is easy to verify that F ð0Þ ¼ 0, and

F ðT Þ ¼ 1� p0 � ð1� p0Þ � e�
p0�T

1�p0

¼ 1� p0 � ð1� p0Þ �
�

1� p0

¼ 1� p0 � �

(since a portion 1� p0 � � of the nodes are nonauthoritative
but valid).

Taking the first-order derivative of F ðtÞ, we obtain the
probability density function fðtÞ of remainder lifetimes as

fðtÞ ¼ dF ðtÞ
dt
¼ �ð1� p0Þ � �

p0�

1� p0

� �
� e�

p0�t

1�p0

¼ p0� � e�
p0�t

1�p0 :

Equation (5) implies that for any t,

�

1� p0

� � t
T

¼ e�
p0�t

1�p0 :

Therefore,

fðtÞ ¼ p0� �
�

1� p0

� � t
T

:

It is seen that fðtÞ decreases exponentially with t, i.e.,
there are more nodes with short remainder lifetimes than
with long remainder lifetimes in the network.

4.4 Freshness of Content Sharing

We define the age of an object copy as the elapsed time since
it was first obtained from an authoritative node [6]. Age is a
good indicator of the freshness of an object copy. In general,
the lower the age, the fresher the object copy. An age of 0
implies the object copy must be up-to-date. Under TTL-
based consistency, the maximum age of object copies is
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bounded by T . Besides this worst-case measure, it is also

important to examine an average measure. In this section,

we compute the average age of object copies obtained by

users upon queries.
Note that the age of an object copy equals T minus its

remainder lifetime. We first compute the average remainder

lifetime of object copies returned upon query misses.

Remember that each authoritative node and valid non-

authoritative node is equally likely to be the node resolving

a query. These nodes constitute a portion 1� p0 of all nodes

in the network. With probability �=ð1� p0Þ, a query miss is

resolved by an authoritative node. In this case, the

remainder lifetime of the object copy acquired is T . With

probability ð1� p0 � �Þ=ð1� p0Þ, a query miss is resolved

by a valid nonauthoritative node. In this case, the remainder

lifetime of the object copy acquired follows the probability

density function derived in Section 4.3. Therefore, the

average remainder lifetime of object copies returned upon

query misses is given by

Rmiss ¼
�

1� p0
� T þ 1� p0 � �

1� p0
�
R T

0 fðtÞ � t dtR T
0 fðtÞ dt

:

Note thatZ T

0

fðtÞ dt ¼ F ðT Þ � F ð0Þ ¼ 1� p0 � �; ð6Þ

andZ T

0

fðtÞ � t dt

¼
Z T

0

p0� � e�
p0�t

1�p0 � t dt

¼
Z T

0

p0� � �
1� p0

p0�

� �
� t de

� p0�t

1�p0

¼ �ð1� p0Þt � e�
p0�t

1�p0

����
T

0

�
Z T

0

�ð1� p0Þ � e�
p0�t

1�p0 dt

¼ �ð1� p0ÞT � e�
p0�T

1�p0 þ ð1� p0Þ � �
1� p0

p0�

� �
� e�

p0�t

1�p0

����
T

0

¼ �ð1� p0ÞT � e�
p0�T

1�p0 � ð1� p0Þ2

p0�
� e�

p0�T

1�p0 þ ð1� p0Þ2

p0�

¼ �ð1� p0ÞT �
�

1� p0
� ð1� p0Þ2

p0�
� �

1� p0
þ ð1� p0Þ2

p0�

¼ ��T � ð1� p0Þ�
p0�

þ ð1� p0Þ2

p0�

¼ ��T þ ð1� p0Þð1� p0 � �Þ
p0�

:

ð7Þ

Thus,

Rmiss ¼
�T

1� p0
þ
R T

0 fðtÞ � t dt

1� p0

¼ �T

1� p0
� �T

1� p0
þ 1� p0 � �

p0�

¼ 1� p0 � �
p0�

:

Therefore, the average age of object copies obtained upon
query misses is

Amiss ¼ T �Rmiss ¼ T �
1� p0 � �

p0�
:

Now, let us take the query hits into account as well.
Recall that if a query miss is resolved by an authoritative
node, the requesting node obtains a lifetime T . The
expected number of subsequent hits within the lifetime is
�T . The average remainder lifetime upon these hits is
ð1=2Þ � T . Similarly, if a query miss is resolved by a valid
nonauthoritative node and obtains a lifetime t, the expected
number of subsequent hits within the lifetime is �t. The
average remainder lifetime upon these hits is ð1=2Þ � t.
Therefore, the average remainder lifetime of object copies
obtained by users over all queries is

R ¼
� � T þ �T � 1

2T
� �

þ
R T

0 fðtÞ tþ �t � 1
2 t

� �
dt

� � ð1þ �T Þ þ
R T

0 fðtÞð1þ �tÞ dt
: ð8Þ

Note thatZ T

0

fðtÞ � t2 dt

¼
Z T

0

p0� � e�
p0�t

1�p0 � t2 dt

¼
Z T

0

p0� � �
1� p0

p0�

� �
� t2 de

� p0�t

1�p0

¼ �ð1� p0Þt2 � e�
p0�t

1�p0

����
T

0

�
Z T

0

�ð1� p0Þ � e�
p0�t

1�p0 dt2

¼ �ð1� p0ÞT 2 � e�
p0�T

1�p0 þ
Z T

0

2ð1� p0Þ � e�
p0�t

1�p0 � tdt

¼ �ð1� p0ÞT 2 � �

1� p0
þ 2ð1� p0Þ

p0�
�
Z T

0

fðtÞ � t dt

¼ ��T 2 þ 2ð1� p0Þ
p0�

�
�
��T � ð1� p0Þ�

p0�
þ ð1� p0Þ2

p0�

�

¼ ��T 2 � 2ð1� p0Þ�T
p0�

� 2ð1� p0Þ2�
p2

0�
2

þ 2ð1� p0Þ3

p2
0�

2

¼ ��T 2 � 2ð1� p0Þ�T
p0�

þ 2ð1� p0Þ2 1� p0 � �ð Þ
p2

0�
2

:

ð9Þ

Integrating (6), (7), and (9) into (8), we have

R ¼
ð1�p0Þð1�p0��Þ

p0�
� ð1�p0Þ�T

p0
þ ð1�p0Þ2ð1�p0��Þ

p2
0
�

1� p0 � ð1�p0Þ�
p0
þ ð1�p0Þ2

p0

¼
1�p0��
p0�
� �T

p0
þ ð1�p0Þð1�p0��Þ

p2
0
�

1� �
p0
þ 1�p0

p0

¼
1�p0��
p0�
� �T

1� � :

Therefore, the average age of object copies obtained by

users over all queries is

A ¼ T �R ¼
T � 1�p0��

p0�

1� � : ð10Þ
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Comparing A with Amiss, it is interesting to find that they
differ by a constant factor ð1� �Þ that is solely determined
by the ratio of authoritative nodes in the network.

4.5 Extensions to Clustered P2P Networks

Now, we extend the analysis to clustered P2P networks.
Suppose in a clustered P2P network of N nodes, each cluster
contains n nodes. Then, there are N=n clusters. We continue
to denote by�,�, andT , respectively, the ratio of authoritative
nodes, the query rate per node, and the TTL value.

In a clustered P2P network, a requesting node always
downloads the object from the local cluster if possible. It goes
through its supernode to search for the object in the other
clusters only when there is no valid copy in the local cluster.
Thus, in a cluster without any authoritative node, all valid
replicas, if any, must have the same age. On the other hand, if
a cluster contains an authoritative node, the corresponding
supernode always responds to queries with the location of the
authoritative node. Therefore, a clustered P2P network is
conceptually similar to a flat P2P network in the sense that
each cluster is equivalent to a single node that initiates queries
at a cluster-aggregate rate �� ¼ n�. Just like the nodes in a flat
P2P network, the clusters in a clustered P2P network can be
classified into authoritative and nonauthoritative ones
depending on whether a cluster contains an authoritative
node. Recall that there are �N authoritative nodes. Suppose
they are spread out in C � �N clusters. Then, the ratio of
authoritative clusters to all clusters is given by

�� ¼ C

N=n
¼ nC
N
:

Let p�0 be the portion of clusters that are nonauthoritative
but contain a valid object copy. Following (5) in Section 4.1,
p�0 satisfies

��

1� p�0
¼ e

��T 1� 1
1�p�

0

� �
:

Following the result in Section 4.2, the average number
of nonlocal supernodes to be probed for each query
originating from a nonauthoritative cluster is

p�0
ð1� p�0Þ � ð1� ��Þ

:

Note that roughly a portion �� of the nonauthoritative
nodes are in the authoritative clusters. Queries originating
from these nodes do not need to probe any nonlocal
supernode. Taking into account the probe of the local
supernode, the average search size of all queries is
bounded by

p�0
1� p�0
� �

� ð1� ��Þ
� ð1� ��Þ þ 1 ¼ 1

1� p�0
� � :

Following (10) in Section 4.4, the average age of object
copies obtained upon the queries originating from non-
authoritative clusters is

A�nonauth ¼
T � 1�p�0���

p�
0
��

1� �� :

For each nonauthoritative node in an authoritative
cluster, a query miss always acquires an object copy of
age 0 and is expected to be followed by �T query hits. The
average age of the object copy upon these hits is ð1=2Þ � T .
Thus, the average age of object copies obtained by users
over all queries is

A� ¼A�nonauth � ð1� ��Þ þ
�T � 1

2T

1þ �T � �
�

¼T � 1� p�0 � ��
p�0�

� þ �T 2

2þ 2�T
� ��:

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

5.1 Experimental Setup

We have conducted simulation experiments to study the
performance implications of TTL-based consistency in
unstructured P2P networks. The experimental results are
also compared with the analytical results derived in
Section 4.

In the experiments, we used uniform random graphs for
the overlay network topologies in flat P2P networks.3 Given a
number of N nodes, a random graph was generated by
inserting an edge between each pair of nodes with a
connecting probability l. The larger the value l, the higher
the connectivity of the graph. We have experimented with
many network topologies of different sizes and connecting
probabilities. The results all showed similar performance
trends. Due to space limitations, we shall report only the
informative results obtained with a network of 100,000 nodes
and a connecting probability of 0.00012 (so the average node
degree is 12).

We simulated the sharing of one object. Given a ratio
0 < � < 1, a portion of �N nodes were randomly selected
in the network to be the authoritative nodes of the object.
The default � was set at 0.0001 (i.e., there were
10 authoritative nodes). The remaining (nonauthoritative)
nodes each requested the object following Poisson arrivals
at a rate �. TTL-based consistency was employed with a
TTL value T . We performed experiments over a wide
range of settings for these parameters to study their
impacts. The search mechanism we simulated was single-
walker random walk. That is, if a node receiving a query
did not have a valid object copy, it forwarded the query
to one of its neighbors selected at random (to avoid the
ping-pong effect, the neighbor through which this node
received the query was excluded from selection unless it
is the only neighbor of the receiving node, i.e., the degree
of the receiving node is 1). Each simulation run started
with no valid replica available at any nonauthoritative
node and simulated a total of 100 million query arrivals
in the entire network.

5.2 Impact of TTL Value

We first study a flat P2P network. Fig. 2a shows the average
search size of queries as a function of T when � was set at
one query per time unit. We also simulated the network
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without replication so that all queries have to be resolved by
authoritative nodes. The resultant search size, 9,473, is
much larger than those presented in Fig. 2a. This implies
replication can significantly improve search performance
even in the presence of TTL-based consistency maintenance.

Fig. 2b shows that the average age of object copies acquired
upon queries increases with T . We also plot in Fig. 2c the
portion of invalid nodes in the network. This portion was
calculated in the simulation as follows: We sampled the P2P
network once every 0.1 time unit to count how many
nonauthoritative nodes did not have valid object copies.
The counts were then averaged at the end of the simulation.

When T is small, the replicas expire rapidly. As shown
in Fig. 2c, most nodes are invalid. Thus, a large number
of nodes need to be probed to locate a valid object copy,
resulting in large search size (see the left side of Fig. 2a).
In this case, many queries are eventually resolved by
authoritative nodes and obtain object copies of age 0.
Therefore, as seen from Fig. 2b, the average age of object
copies obtained upon queries is low. With increasing T ,
the portion of invalid nodes decreases as the replicas are
valid for longer periods of time. As a result, the search
size also reduces (see Fig. 2a). Meanwhile, at a lower
consistency level, a larger portion of queries are resolved
by replicas. Hence, the average age of object copies
obtained upon queries increases (see Fig. 2b) since the
object copies acquired from replicas have higher ages
than those from authoritative nodes. Combining the
results in Figs. 2a and 2b, we plot in Fig. 3 the
relationship between the search size and the age of object
copies acquired upon queries as T varies. Figs. 3a and 3b

show the relationship for different ranges of age values.
These results indicate a tradeoff between search perfor-
mance and freshness: the search cost decreases sub-
linearly with decreasing freshness of P2P content sharing,
and the TTL value may serve as a tuning knob between
these two measures.

Besides the simulation results, we also show in Fig. 2 the

results derived from the analysis in Section 4. It is seen that

the simulated and analytical results match well for a wide

range of T values. There is, however, some difference

between the two results at high T values, which will be

explained later.

5.3 Impact of Query Rate

Figs. 4a and 4c show the search size and the portion of

invalid nodes, respectively, for different query rates � when

T was set at 1 time unit. When � is low, only a few replicas

exist in the network. Thus, the portion of invalid nodes is

high and the search size is large. With increasing �, more

replicas are created in the network due to queries. As a

result, the portion of invalid nodes decreases and the search

size reduces.
It is also seen that varying the query rate � under a fixed

TTL value T is symmetric to varying T under a fixed �. In

fact, the coordinates of the curves in Figs. 4a and 4c are

numerically almost the same as those in Figs. 2a and 2c.

This verifies our analytical observation (in Section 4.2) that

p0 and, hence, the search size depends only on the product

�T rather than the individual � and T values. Therefore,

fixing T (or �) at different values would simply shift the
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curves horizontally in Figs. 4a and 4c (or Figs. 2a and 2c) but
would not change the shape of the curves.

Similar to Fig. 2, Fig. 4 also shows that the simulated and
analytical results match closely for a wide range of � values,
but there is some difference between them at high � values.
To investigate, we plot in Fig. 5 the distribution of
remainder lifetimes for valid replicas. The simulation
results in Fig. 5a were again calculated by sampling the
simulated P2P network once every 0.1 time unit. At each
sample, we recorded the remainder lifetimes of all valid
replicas. The distribution statistics were computed by
aggregating the recorded values over all samples. The
analytical results in Fig. 5b are the probability density

function derived in Section 4.3. As seen from Fig. 5, the
analytical results agree with the simulated results quite well
when �T � 10. When �T is large (i.e., interquery times per
node are negligible compared to T ), however, the curves of
simulated results flatten out. A close look at the simulated
network reveals that in this case, the system does not tend
to converge to a steady state. Instead, it evolves in a cyclic
manner. Fig. 6 shows, over a sample interval of 5T in the
simulation, the instantaneous portion of invalid nodes in
the network as time elapses. Starting from an initial state
without any replica, all nonauthoritative nodes issue
queries in a short interval relative to T . Thus, they all
obtain object copies of nearly 0 age. As a result, all replicas
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Fig. 4. Performance for different query rates �. (a) Search size. (b) Age of object copies obtained upon queries. (c) Portion of invalid nodes.

Fig. 3. Relationship between search size and age of query results as TTL value T varies. (a) Search size versus age of query results. (b) Search size

versus age of query results.



created would expire at almost the same time. After
expiration, all nodes issue queries again in a short interval
and repeat the process. Therefore, the probability density
function of remainder lifetimes for valid replicas is close to
uniform (see Fig. 5a). Note that the queries generated by a
nonauthoritative node during the lifetime of its replica are
resolved locally at the node. These queries form the vast
majority of all queries when �T is large. Thus, the ages of
object copies obtained upon queries approximate a uniform
distribution over ½0; T �. This explains why the average age
of object copies acquired upon queries deviates from
analytical results and approaches ð1=2Þ � T ¼ 1=2 at high �
values in Fig. 4b.

5.4 Impact of Ratio of Authoritative Nodes

Fig. 7a shows that the search size reduces logarithmically
with increasing ratio of authoritative nodes � (note that the
x-axis is in logscale). When � is small, adding an
authoritative node into the network cuts down the search
size significantly. However, the performance gain due to
each new authoritative node declines with increasing �.

A larger � generally increases the chance for queries to
be resolved by authoritative nodes, thereby reducing the
ages of object copies obtained upon queries. In Fig. 7b,
we plot the average age of object copies acquired upon
query misses (i.e., Amiss as defined in Section 4.4) as well
as that of object copies returned over all queries (i.e., A as
defined in Section 4.4). Fig. 7b shows that the difference
between the two average ages increases with �. For
example, at � ¼ 0:01, A is about 1 percent higher than

Amiss, while at � ¼ 0:1, A is about 10 percent higher than
Amiss. This confirms our analytical result that A and Amiss

differ by a constant factor ð1� �Þ.
Recall from Section 4.5 that a clustered P2P network is

conceptually similar to a flat P2P network in the sense that
each cluster is equivalent to a single “aggregate” node. We
have conducted experiments for clustered P2P networks
with the authoritative nodes spreading out in different
numbers of clusters. The results, as shown in Fig. 8, reflect
similar performance trends: the average intercluster search
cost, i.e., the mean number of nonlocal supernodes to probe
for each query, decreases with increasing number of
authoritative clusters. Therefore, it is beneficial for the
content owner to spread out the authoritative nodes in
different clusters in a clustered P2P network.

5.5 Comparison of Flat and Clustered Networks

Finally, we study clustered P2P networks. While it is known
that clustered networks can substantially improve search
performance over flat networks, our objective here is to
compare their freshness of content sharing under TTL-based
consistency. In our experiments, the size of a clustered
network was set the same as that of a flat network, i.e.,
100,000 nodes. Following empirical observations [9], each
cluster was assumed to contain 100 nodes. Thus, there were
1,000 clusters and supernodes. The overlay network topology
for the supernodes was a random graph with the same
average node degree as that of the flat network. In the
experiments, the authoritative nodes in the clustered network
were deployed in different clusters since it improves the
search performance and freshness of content sharing as
discussed in Section 5.4. The parameters �, T , and � were set
the same in both flat and clustered networks.

Fig. 9 shows the average age of object copies obtained
upon queries for different T values. For ease of comparison,
the average ages are normalized by the T values. As
discussed earlier, when T is small, most queries are
resolved by authoritative nodes. Thus, the two networks
do not differ much in the age of object copies obtained upon
queries. As T increases, more queries are resolved by
replicas. Fig. 9 shows that the nodes obtain object copies of
significantly lower ages in the clustered network than in the
flat network. For example, at T ¼ 3 and 10, the clustered
network results in about 40 percent lower ages than the flat
network. This implies that organizing the nodes into
clusters helps improve the freshness of content sharing.
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Fig. 6. Portion of invalid nodes over time ð�T ¼ 300Þ.

Fig. 5. Distribution of remainder lifetime versus query rate �. (a) Simulation results. (b) Analytical results.



6 CONCLUSION

TTL-based consistency is a widely used method to

maintain the freshness of content sharing in the Internet.

In this paper, we have investigated the performance of

TTL-based consistency in unstructured P2P networks. We

have built an analytical model to study the search

performance and freshness of content sharing in both flat

and clustered P2P networks. The analysis has been

validated by a wide range of simulation experiments. The

results show that: 1) replication substantially improves the

performance of P2P content sharing even under TTL-based

consistency maintenance; 2) there is a tradeoff between

search performance and freshness: the search cost de-

creases sublinearly with decreasing freshness of P2P

content sharing; and 3) a clustered P2P network architec-

ture not only improves search performance, but also

improves the freshness of content sharing under TTL-

based consistency.
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